DATA+

Data+ provides clarity for your fleet and mobility needs by
consolidating data from suppliers, partners and internal
departments. Data+ provides you with a single view of
your fleet and mobility supply chain, with analysis and
data mining tools to help you achieve the most from
your information.

Data+ reduces administration, provides cost efficiencies
and gives clarity so businesses can make informed
strategic decisions about their fleets.
One size doesn’t always fit all, and Data+ enables
businesses to use multiple fleet, fuel and
telematics providers, enabling like for like
comparisons by consolidating data from all
suppliers into one simple global tool.

How does it work?
DATA CONSOLIDATION - we manage the
daily, weekly or monthly import of data. We
map this data to a common definition so
we can compare different data from multiple
suppliers.
DASHBOARD - the consolidated data is reported via a
dashboard, tailored to your requirements. The analysis
can be drilled down to individual vehicle/user level.
For fuel data, the dashboard enables analysis of
spend down to individual transaction level and
allocates spend to vehicles and/or users.
For telematics data, the dashboard allows analysis of trips,
vehicle utilisation and allocates each trip to the vehicle/
user.
For fleet data, the dashboard provides consolidated cost and
vehicle information across suppliers and markets allowing
analysis of leasing company, lease costs and Total Cost of
Ownership and can be filtered to individual vehicle and/or user level.

The Audit
Using the insights we gain from the data, we can provide consultancy on the planning and
implementation of fleet and mobility strategies and sustainability projects.
If there is something you would like to know about your fleet, we can interrogate and
analyse your data to give you the answer.
Outputs include:
Powertrain choice and selection
EV and plug-in evaluation, strategy and policy
The right car for the right job and job need assessment and eligibility
Mobility assessment and transport choice
Asset utilisation and optimisation
Global carbon, and NOx contributions and reduction strategies

Additional services
Payroll Reporting and Consolidation – in addition, we can provide payroll files for fringe
benefit, private use contributions, reimbursements and deductions.
Invoice Validation and Consolidation – we can also check all invoices against contract
terms and internal policy and manage any queries directly with the fleet supply chain.
We provide a monthly authorisation payment file to enable suppliers to be paid.
Data+ removes the heavy administrative workload of managing multiple suppliers and
provides clear detailed analysis that can be used to steer your fleet strategy.

For more information on how TMC can help you,
please don’t hesitate to get in touch. You can reach us on:

01270 525 218 or at reply@tmc.co.uk
www.tmc.co.uk

